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ADVERTISEMENT. 
oe 

S the Authors are well aware, that whatever has the appearance of novelty is, from this very circumstance, in danger of meeting with an un- 
ҒА favorable reception: they request nothing more than a critical observation of the certificate annexed, and an impartial examination of the 
method proposed, being willing to submit the merit of the performance to the determination of the candid and judicious. As the introduction of 
the four singing syllables, by characters, shewing at sight the name of the notes, may perhaps be considered as subjecting those who are taught in 
this manner to difficulty in understanding «ther books, without this assistance—the authors would just observe, that if pupils are made acquaint- 
ed with the principle here laid down, the objection wili be found, by experience, more specious than solid. ‘To this it might be added, that in the 
old way, there are not less than seven different ways of applying the four singing syllables to the lines and spaces, which is attended with great 
difficulty : But this difficulty is entirely removed upon the present plan; and we know of no ebjection to this plan, unless that it is aot in use; 
which objection is no objection at all, or at least, cannot be decisive, ag this would give currency to the entire rejection and exclusion of al} im. 
provements whatever. And as the novelty of a singing book rendered so easy, from its improvements, that any person of a tolerable voice 
might accurately lx arn the art of psalmody without au instructor, if they could but obtain the sounds of the eight notes, which has led its advo- 
cates to request a publi ation of the same. We "ave, the efore, the pleasure to inform the pualic, that since subsrciptions have been in ciccnla- 
tion for this book, we have been honored with upwards of three thousand subscribers. In consequence of which, we flatter ourselves that this 
book will meet with a kind reception. 

WILLIAM LITTLE. 
Philadelphia, August L5th, 1798. WILLIAM SMITH. 

The Committee appointed by the URANIAN SOCIETY of Philadelphia, to examine a S1ixo1xc Boox, 
entitled * THE EASY INSTRUCTOR,” by WIrLLrAM LITTLE, 

Reronr—That having carefully examined the same, they find it contains a well digested system of principles and rules, and a judicious col- 
lection of tunes: And from the improvement of having only four significant characters, indicating, at sight, the names of notes, and a sliding 
rule for timing the same, this book is considered easier to be learned than any we һауе seen. қ 
Were it possible to acquire the sound of the eight notes but by imitation, they verily believe they might be obtained by the help of this bool: 

even without an instructor. 
The committee are of opinion, the Author merits the patronage and encouragement of all friends to Church Music. 

EDMOMD STAMMERS, 
BICHARD T. LEACH. 



PREFACE. 

"ГЕ song of praise 1s ал act of devotion so becoming, delightful and excellent. that we find it coeval with the sense of Deity ; authorized by the example of all nations, and universally received into the solemuities of public worship. Under the Jewish Dispensation, the Holy Spirit of God directed this expression of homage, as peculiarly becoming the place where his houor dwelleth. "Тһе book of Psalms, as the name itself imports, was азар to the voice of song; and the author of those invaluable odes well knew the sweetness. dignity and animation that were hereby added to the sacred service of the temple. With what rapture do they describe its effects-with what fervor do they call upon their fellow worshippers to join in this delightful duty— is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord, and to sing praises unto thy name, O thou Most High. Praise ye the Lord, for it is good to sing praises unto our God ; for it is pleasant, and praise is comely. O sing unto the Lord a new sung—sing unto the Lord all the earth—sing unto the Lord—bless his name—shew forth his salvation from day to day. Nor hath Christianity dispensed with religious song as ap unmeaning ceremony, or an unprofitable sacrifice. lt commands us to address the Father in spirit and ¿n truth ; but it nevertheless injoms those outward acknowledgments that fitly expressand cherish the pious temper. Our blessed Lord was pleas- ed to consecrate this act of worship hy his own example, under circumstances the most affecting, He concluded the celebration of that sup- per, which was the memorial of his dying love, by a hymn of praise. And his apostles frequent y exhorted to the observation of this duty:— Let the word of God dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs $ singing with grace in your hearts unto the Lord. Г 
Divine song is undoubtedly the language of nature: It originates from our frame and constitution: Do lofty coutemplations, elevated joy and fervor of affection, give beauty and dignity to language, and associare with the charms of poetry, by a kindred law which the Creator hath estab- lished ? They pleasingly unite with strains of sweet and solemn harmony. And there are two principal views, in which music will appear to render eminent service to the sacrifice of praise :—In the first place, it suitabl Jy expresses the sentiments of devotion, and the sublime delight ' which religion is fitted to inspire. Joy is the natural effect of praise, and song the proper accompaniment of јоу. Ts any merry or glad, let hin sing psalms; and singing is not only a general indication of delight, but expressive, also, of the prevailing sentiments and passions of the mind— it can accommodate itself to the various modifications of love and joy, the essence of a devotional temper—it hath lofty strains for the sublimi- ty of admiration—plaintive accents, which become the tear of penitence and sorrow—it can adopt the humble plea of supplication, or swell the bolder notes of thanksgiving and triumph ; Yet it hath been properly remarked, that the influence of song reaches only to the amiable and pleas- ing affections, and thatit hath no expression for malignant and tormenting passions; the sorrow, therefore, to which it isattuned, should be min- gled with hope—the penitence which it expresses, cheered with the sense of pardon, and the mournful scenes on which it some times dwells, irs xadiated with the glorious views ard consolations of the gospel, 
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їп the second place, music not only decently expresses, but powerfully excrres and improves the devout affections ; it is the prerogative of 

this noble art to cheer and invigorate the mind—to still the tumultuous passions—to calm the troubled thoughts, and to fix the wandering atten- 

tion: And hereby it happily composes and prepares “һе heart for the exercise of public worship. But it further boasts a wonderous efficacy in 

leading to that peculiar temper which becomes the subject of praise, and is favorable to religious impression. It can strike the mind with se- 
lemnity and awe, or melt with tenderness and love—can animate with hope and gladness, or call forth the sensations of devout and affectionate 

sorrows; even separate and unconnected, it can influence the various passions and movements of the soul; but it naturally seeks an alliance, and 

must be joined with becoming sentiments and language. in order to produce its full and proper effect ; and never is its energy so conspicuous 
and delizhtfal, as when consecrated to the service of religion, and employed in the courts of the living God—Here it displays its noblest use, 
and brichtest glory ; here alone it meets with themes that fill.the HRY of an immortal mind, and claims its noblest powers and affections.— 
What voice of song so honorable, so elevating and delightfui P To whom shall the breath ascend in melodious accents, if not to him who first in- 
spired it? Where shall admiration tuke its loftiest flight, but to the throne of the everlasting Jehovah ? Or what shall awake our glory, and kin- 

dle our warmest gratitude, if not the remembrance of his daily mercies, and the praise of redeeming love? When the union of the heart and 
voice are thus happily arranged—when sublime subjects of praise are acompanied with expressive harmony, and the pleasures of genuine devo- 
tion heightened by the charms of еше we participate of the most pure, rational. noble and exquisite enjoyments that human nature is capa- 
ble of receiving: The soul forgets the confinement with the body, is elevated beyond the cares and tumults of this mortal state, and seems for a 
while transported to the blissful regions of perfect love and joy: And itis worthy of remark, that the sacred writings delight to represent the 
heavenly felicity under this image: And though such language be allowed to be figurative—though eye Ath not seen, nor ear heard, neither hath 
it entered into the heart of man to conceive the things which бой hath prepared. for them that love him, yet our most natural—our most just con- 
ceptions of the happiness of ihe heavenly work, is that which we have been describing. viz: sublime devotion, accompanied with rapturous delight. 

The human mind is not only capable of extensive knowledge, but is incapable of being entirely in a state of supineness: "This thirst for hap- 
iness implanted in the human breast, must have some object for its pursuit therefore the Almighty has made us capable of enjoying pure and 

intellectual pleasur-s: and we find if improvements are neglected among young people, their manners at once verge towards heathenism. And 
since it is impracticable for any entirely to separate their children from meeting among young people, those who wish to promote civilization, 
will see the importance of bending the young mind to something that will ornament and refine society, even if they have a separate design in it. 
The funds of knowledge in the minds af most young people, are not sufficient to cary on.a discourse to any considerable length; therefore, we 
find that their evenings are often spent in а very simple manner: nothing more will be heard than insignificant jokes, and vulgarism seems to be 
the highest entertainment ; but when they have tasted the more pure pleasures, such as flow from music, the young circle seems to look with con- 
tempt on the former manner in which they spent their time, which then seemed to hover them over the sumit of bliss. But besides the more 
immediate propriety and use of divine song in the ordinance of religion, its indirect advantages have a claim to our regard. It is not only in it- 
self delightful and profiüitable, but it gives animation to other parts of public worship-it revives the attention-recruits the exhausted spirits, and 
begets a happy composure and tranquillity. It is peculiarly agreeable as a social act, and that in which every person may be employed. Nor is 
it the least of its benefits, that it associates pleasing ideas with divine worship, and makes us glad when we go into the house of the Lord, Itis 
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also a bond of union in religious societies, promotes the regular attendance of their members, and seldom fails of adding to their numbers: But 
there seems to be something more in music to unite with our own experience and the wisdom of past ages. The early Christians found their ac. 
count m a remarkable attachment to psalmody, and almost every rising sect have availed themselves of its important delights and advantages, 
Tt must be confessed, that where pleasure is the sole intention, the motive is of an inferior nature, But is # nota commendable policy to promote 
regular attendance upon the places of worship, by any means that arc not reprehensible? Will not the most beneficial consequences probably 
ensue 2 Is there not every reason to expect that persons who fr quent the house of God with this view alone, will not be uninterested in the 
other services of religion? That they who come to sing may learn to ргау-- that they whose only wish it was to be entertained, may find them- 
selves instructed and improved? Such is the happy tendency of well regulated song in the house of God ; but alas! how seldom is this part of 
the service accompanied with its proper effect. Пі was the remark of an eminent. writer, top applicable to the present time, that ‘The worship 
іш which we should most.resemble the inhabitants of heaven, is the worst performed upor: earth? His pious labors have greatly enriched the mata 
ter of song, and hereby contributed to remove one cause of this com plaint; but in the manner their sull remains a miserable defect. Too often 
does а disgraceful silence prevail to the utter neglect of this duty—too often аге dissonance and discord substituted fer the charms of melody 
and harmony, and the singing performed ina way so carelessly and indecently, that as the same writer observes, “instead of elevating our devo- 
tions to the most divine and delightful sensations, it awakers our regret, and touches all the Strings of uneasiness within us.” But is this owing to 
causes which cannot be removed, or doth it not imply reproach and blame? Will not truth oblige us to confess, that the fault rests not ina want 
of natural taste and abilities, nor of sufficient leasure, but in a great carelessness and neglect? Moderate attention and application would sur- 
mount every difficulty, and lead to a suitable proficiency in this happy art. An exercise so pleasing and attractive, seems only to want regula» 
tion and method. 

—— 

Time. 
dur two first moods of Common Time have four beats in a bar, and may be performed in the following manner, viz: The first beat, strike 

the end of the fingers on what you beat upon; the second beat, bring down the heel of the hand, the third beat, raise the hand half way 
up; the fourth beat, raise the hand clear up. The third and fourth moods of Common, and the first and second of Compound Time, have but 
two beats in a bar, and the best method we know of Measuring time in these four moods, is by beating with the hand, Saying one with it up and 
two with it down. 
To arrive at an exactness in this mode of calculating, the learner may beat by the motion of a pendulum vibrating in a second, without paying 

any regard to the notes. For by this method he will become habituated to regularity and exact proportion. ы ИҰ” ТІ? 
Beating of time should be attended {о before any attempt to sounding the nutes is made, Counting and beating frequently while learning the rules, will be of great service. A large motion of the hand is best at first, but as soon as the learner can beat with accuracy, a smail motion is 

suflicient. 

3 
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{Гө attain to exactness, it will be necessary that the learner should name and beat the time of notes in each bar, both of the eight notes and a 

mber of plain tunes, in the different moods of time set to the eight notes in this performance, without sounding, until a perfect knowledge of 
ia variety is obtained ; after which, they may proceed to those that are more complex and difficult. va; 
— complied with these directions, the learner will acquire the time of the notes with much greater ease and exactness, than if his atten- 

tion was directed to three things at опсе--ће name, the time, and the sound of the notes. ; I 

As much depends on a proper knowledge of time, L would reccommend to teachers to make use of a sliding rule; or something that will cover 

the notes, so as to admit to the view of the pupil only such noté or notes; as shall determine the first half of a bar at a time: by which means they 
will acquire exactness in beating, and give to each its due proportion. j ү 

This may be considered by some as useless novelty, but we can assure them, from long experience, that the effect will convince them of its 

being worthy of attention; and much the quickest and easiest method to ascertam the exact time of the notes. 

Of Managing the Voice. 

Îr directions, given by ancient and modern critics, (for thé modulating the voice) to those who are desirous of excelling in public speaking 
are necessary, directions are particularly requisite to enable the student in music to sing with grace and energy ; therofore, 

1st. Above all things affectation should be guarded against—for whilst it is contrary to that humility which ever ought to characterisé the de- 
vout worshipper, it must be an enemy to the natural ease which always distinguishes the judicious performance. 

2d. Care should be taken to begin with a proper pitch of the voice, otherwise it is impossible to preserve the melodious connexion of the notes, 
or the harmony of the parts; for if at thé commencement of a tune the voice is too low, langor must prevail; if too high, an unnatural endeav- 
or to maintain a proportioned elevation throughout the whole performance. : 

3d. The articulation must be as distinct аз the sound will possibly admit; for m this, vocal music has the preference of instrumental—that 
while the ear 1s delighted, the mind is informed. 

4th. Though itis the opinion of most writers, that the learners should take the parts best adapted to their respective voices: let them occasion- 
ally try the different parts; not only because it makes them better acquainted with the nature and degrees of sounds, but because it has a ten- dency to improve the voice, to file off. what is too rough, and what is too effeminate to render more energetic; whereas monotony is otherwise apt 
to ta ke place. By attending to this direction the evil will be greatly guarded against. Y 
: th. Those vind have but indifferent voices, will find great benelit, if after faithfully trying an easy tune themselves, they can get a good singer 

to sing with them : and by attending to his performance they will instantly perceive a difference—the, заг will soon experience a pleasing supe- 
uoi and the learner, at every succeeding effort, will find that his mechanical sensibility, if we may be allowed the expression, is greatly im- 
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General Observations. 

Ter learner must endeavor te know the characters, with their time in the eight notes. Learning twenty or thirty of the 

fore he attempts to sing by word, after which he may sing them over by word. 

Та keeping thue or the rests, on silent beats, I would recommend not to count the whole, and thus commit them to memory 3 but to beat one bar at à 

time, and thus continue throughout the tune. This we find is the most easy and accurate method of keeping time on the rests, particularly fuged tunes. 

and allowing them to unite in concert, before they can readily name 
Teachers commit an imperceptible error in singing too much with their pupils, 

and time the notes themselves, without assistance. If voices are ever so good, there can be no music, where ignorance in these particulars occasion fre- 

quent interruption. his mortifying circumstance has induced us to try this experiment of gaining fluency in naming the notes, and an accuracy in keep- 

ing of time, before we suffer our pupils to attempt to unite in the parts; and the effect convinced us that it is the most effectual method to correct the er- 

ror; which we flatter ourselves all who make a trial of will find it to exceed their most sanguine expectations. Et ~ 

'The high notes in all parts should be sung soft and clear, but not faint: The low notes full ard bold, but not harsh. ‘The best general rule of singing in 

concert is, for each individual to sing so soft as to hear distinctly the other parts, The practice of singing soft will be greatly tothe advantage of the learn- 

er, not only from the opportunity it will give him of hearing and imitating his teacher, but it is the best, and most ready way of cultivating his own and 

inaking it melodious, 
, 

When music is repeated, the sound should increase together with the emphasis: In tunes that repeat, the strength of voice should increase in the parts 

engaged, while the others are falling in with spirit; in which case, the pronunciation should be as distinct and emphatical as possible. | : 

When singing in concert, no one, except the teacher or leader, should attempt a solo which does not belong to the part which he is singing ; it destroys 

the very intent of the composition, and intimates to the audience, that the person or persons to whom the solo particularly belongs, was inadequate to the 

performance. 
All solos should be sung softer than the parts when moving together. ： г - » z 

Notes tied with each other, should be sung softer than when one note answers to a syllable, and should be swelled in the throat, with the teeth and lips 

asunder, and sung if possible to one breath, which should be taken previously, at the beginning of each shir which is continued to any considerable length. 

"Го obtain the true sounds of the intervals, the learner will find great advantage by repeating the sound over and over from the last notes he is attempt- 

ing to sound, until he can obtain the sounds he would wish to retain: Proceeding in this manner, an indifferent voice may be greatly cultivated, when 2 

hasty performance would not only be to no advantage, but discouraging indeed. 

The Mode of Time expressed by Figures. 
s how many of the same parts fill a bar. In the first 

er figure determines that they are minims, because 

bar; the lower one that 

plain tunes well by note, be- 

` ‘Tux under figure shews into how many parts the scmibreve is divided, and the upper figure shew 

mode of treble бте, 2 the upper figure shews that there are three notes contained in a bar; the low 

two of them make а semibreve. Also, in the second mode, 2, the upper figure shews you there are three notes contained in a 

they are crotchets, because four of them will make one semibreve. And so all other modes, which are expressed by figures according to ther marks. 3 

therefore, teachers ought to be exceedingly attentive te this particular: 
Propriety in accenting is rather to be acquired by example than by precept ; : 3 

For much of the beauty and energy of music depends upon proper emphasis. ‘To accent such notes as fall on accented sytlables, or ешрһайса1 words, 

tthem fall on which part of the bar they may, is the best and most natural rule, ard the highesi perfection of accent. “Phere are several other graves; 

: а ‘ly impracticable for learners, I pass their explanations 
hich have a pleasing effect when executed in an accurate manner ; but as they are entire 
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Intervals Proved, 
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2 Other refuge have I none, 3 Thou, O Christ, art all I want, 4 Plenteons grace with thee is found, 

Hangs my helpless soul on thee; More than all in thee F find ; Grace to cover all my sin : 
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Ail my trust on thee is stay’d, JTust.aud holy is thy name; Thou of life the fountain art, All my help from thee Í bring, Tam all unrighteousness : Freely Jet me take of thee, 
Cover my detunceless head False and full of sin T am, Spring thou up within my heart, With the shadow of thy wing, Thou art full.of truth and grace. Rise to all eternity. 
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2 Open, Lord, the ehrystal fountain 3 When I tread the verge of Jordan, 
‘Whenee the healing streams do flow; Bid my anxious fears subside ; 

* Let the fiery cloudy pillar Death of death, and hell’s destruction, 
Lead me all my journey through; Land me safe on Canaan’s.side ; 

Strong deliverer, Songs of praises 
Be thou atill my strength and shield. 1 will eyer give to thee. 
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Funeral "ard 18| Martin's Lane 
Fountain Leach 59| Music 
Farndon Unknown 119| Munich 
Funeral Anthem Billings 83| Monmouth 
Greenwich Mead 29| Newark 
Greenfield Edson 81| New Durham 
German Loc Hos Col 92| New York 
Green's 100th Green 93) Norwich 
Hudson Chandler 15| New-Jerusalem 
Hymn to the Trin. F. Giardini 58| New-Jordan 
Habakkuk Madan 71| Newmark 
Hull Chetham 46) Newburgh 
Hotham Madan 71) Old Hundred 
Invitation Bronson 99 Ocean 
Ital Sacchini 88 Pleyel’s Hymn 
Tris Smith 81 Psalm 25 
Jordan W. Billings 28| —— 34 
Lebanon Billings 29| — 148 
Little Marlboro’ Unknown 85| —— 136 
Lenox Edson 36| Plymouth 
Lena Belknap 73| Portsmouth 
Landaff Unknown 114| Portuguese Hymn 
Laughton Milgrove 116) Plympton 
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Mortality Griswold 23| Portugal 
Martyrs Unknown 16) Pelham 
Mear Brown 27| Plymouth 
Montgomery Morgan 30: Rochester № 
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German 90 St. Helens 
Luther 125| Sunday 
Dr. Arne 105| Sutton 
Austin 21| St. Martins 

86| St. Thomas 
Unknown 95) St. Michaels 
Do. 50) Sherburne 
Do. 74) Sardinia 

Bull 106| Symphony 
Munson 99) Salem 
M. Luther 19| Smyrna 
Unicnown 94) Solon 
Pleyel 59) Silver-Street 
Gillet 13| St. Asaphs 
Stevenson 34| Tunbridge 
Handel 55| Truro 
Deolph 61) Tamworth 
Unknown Y5| Virginia 
Do. 97| Wells 
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Lockhart 123 
Stone 17 
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Do, 48 
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Handel 115 
Reed 42 
Castle 41 
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Holden 68 
Olmsted 108 
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Handel 104 
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